






THE
COLLABORATORS

From visionary developer Fortune International, comes a synergy of brilliant 
minds. A union assembled  of some of the most respected names in the 
design sphere – the refined architecture of  Herzog & de Meuron, the 
interior design prowess of PYR led by Pierre-Yves Rochon, and the  
landscape genius of Raymond Jungles.



Known in the real estate development industry for 
its unwavering commitment to quality and luxury, 
Fortune International has set new standards with 
every building it delivers. Fueled by insightful 
leadership, a seasoned and savvy in-house team, 
and roots in Miami real estate sales and marketing 
for 30 years, Fortune is a recognized authority, 
as well as a pioneer. Visionary founder Edgardo 
Defortuna strives to bring the very best talent 
and ideas together with each new development, 
culminating in highly prolific buildings that 
have changed the Miami skyline forever. With a 
focus on exceptional waterfront properties, the 
development portfolio includes Jade Residences 
at Brickell Bay, Jade Beach, Jade Ocean, Artech, 
1200 Brickell, Le Meridian Sunny Isles Beach 
and others. Fortune International continues to 
be at the forefront of Miami’s exciting real estate 
story, bringing dynamic, innovative and luxurious 
buildings offering highly desirable lifestyles to 
buyers from around the world.  
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Established in 1979, PYR creates lavish interior design 
solutions that invite interaction. Each unique space is 
composed of elements drawn from each property’s 
location, culture and history, and supported by French 
style and ideals. Led by Pierre-Yves Rochon with offices 
in Paris, Chicago and Shanghai, PYR approaches 
each project as a personal accomplishment. Rochon 
is recognized around the world for creating magical 
resort lifestyles. The firm has created award-winning 
interiors for renowned hospitality brands, including 
Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts, Ritz-Carlton Hotels 
& Resorts and Peninsula Hotels. Their work  has been 
featured in publications around the  world, including 
Travel + Leisure, Maison Francaise and Wallpaper.
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Raymond Jungles, Inc. (RJI) is an inspiring, 
creative and ecologically sensitive landscape 
architecture firm practicing from its studio on the 
banks of the Miami River. The firm has maintained 
a South Florida and international presence since 
1981, completing a diversity of residential and 
commercial projects in the last 31 years. RJI, led 
by Raymond Jungles, has created gardens in 11 
countries including Antigua, Anguilla, the Bahamas, 
British Virgin Islands, Costa Rica, China and 
Mexico. The firm has won an abundance of industry 
awards, such as the 2012 Award of Excellence 
in Landscape Architecture from the American 
Institute of Architects, Miami Chapter. And their 
lush masterpieces have been profiled in such 
prestigious publications as The New York Times, 
Vanity Fair and Vogue. 
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Everything about Sunny Isles Beach sizzles, starting 
with its 2.5 mile long fine sand beach. This iconic strip 
has been a draw for decades and is now one of the 
toniest towns in South Florida, and home to Jade 
Signature.

Bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the east and 
the Intracoastal Waterway on the west, Sunny Isles 
Beach offers the perfect upscale lifestyle. Greet the 
sunrise from balcony,  beach or boat, and enjoy days 
filled with unspoiled outdoor activity - from gorgeous 
bike trails in Oleta State Park to nearby golf  and 
tennis, to a bevy of fabulous alfresco  cafes helmed 
by acclaimed chefs.

THE
SETTING

Just minutes from world-class shopping  at 
Bal Harbor Shops or AventuraMall, immerse 
in the artistry of luxury fashion.  And by night, 
enjoy Miami’s thriving arts  and culture scene  in 
Wynwood, Design District, and various nearby 
venues for performing arts.

Perfectly located between Miami and  Fort 
Lauderdale Airports, Jade Signature is your 
gateway to an entire world of indulgences, whether 
it is your home or  your home away from home.












































































